2019–2020 SCHOOL YEAR

24/7/365 SAFETY
Creating a safe digital learning space for your students—all day, every day.
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2,400+ sexually explicit
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The State of Student Safety
During the 2019–20 school year, Gaggle analyzed more than 6.25 billion email messages, chats, and files.
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(800) 288-7750

Gaggle helps districts protect students and save lives.

A Student Safety Net That Saves Lives
Gaggle provides real-time analysis of students’ school-issued online collaboration platforms to detect
early warning signs of emotional distress, suicidal ideation, threats of violence, or illegal activity.

Safety in Three Steps

1 | Content Analysis

2 | Expert Review

3 | Rapid Response

Machine learning technology
blocks potentially harmful
content and images in students’
school-issued accounts.

An in-house team of trained safety
professionals work 24/7/365
to evaluate content.

In severe situations, district-appointed
contacts and local authorities are
notified immediately, even after
standard business hours.

“You can’t put a price on a student’s life
in any way, shape, or form.”
Carlos Lopez
Director of Technology
Widefield School District 3

Gaggle’s mission is to ensure the safety and well-being of students and schools by leveraging
people and technology. Let us help you create a safe learning environment for your students.
gaggle.net

(800) 288-7750

